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Abstract
The study seeks to provide an overarching understanding to the US objectives and
policies in the Gulf region at three intersecting levels; strategic interests, regional
security and political reform. This study takes United States interactions with Arabia, as
a case study, during the period 2001-2018 under the administrations of G.W. Bush,
Barack Obama and Donald Trump. Additionally, the study attempts to generate greater
understanding of the dynamics that motivating American international politics and
subsequent policies toward the Arab gulf countries through examining the interactions
between both systematic and domestic factors. Noticeably, US entrenched vital enduring
interests with the Arab Gulf States rested, for approximately seventy years, on protecting
oil flow from the region into international economy without interruption, selling arms to
the Gulf Arabs and maintaining gulf regional security against any real or potential
threats. Therefore, the administrations of Bush, Obama, and Trump were not different
from their predecessors in their strategy of preserving gulf security through forward
military presence in the region. Hence, the author employs the neorealist theory to
understand US interactions with the Gulf countries. Remarkably, despite some scholar's
arguments that envisaged the US policies under G.W. Bush and Donald Trump as
departed drastically from US conventional policy, the study argues and concludes that
the US actual policy towards Arabia reflects a traditional policy of maintaining mutual
interests.
Keywords: United States, foreign policy, the Arabian peninsula, the Gulf region, security,
political reform, geo-political interests

Introduction
This study attempts to examine the American strategic engagement in Arabia in the
period 2001-2018 with the purpose of providing an analysis relating to the US goals and
policies in the region. The importance of this research stems from its discussions of the
factors of continuity and change regarding US involvement in the Gulf regional affairs.
As such, it elaborates on two points of view; first one, the scholars who belief that the US
policy has drastically shifted from traditional policy trajectory through supporting
democracy promotion and the second point of view which perceived the American policy
as reflecting continuity of traditional foreign policy as oppose to change 1. This argument
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might be explained fruitfully by neorealism approach as it assumes that the US had vital
geopolitical concerns in Arabia, including preserving US supremacy, protecting oil flow
from the region into the international economy and countering terrorism. Remarkably, the
study will demonstrate and emphasize the continuity of these hard realist interests under
the administrations of Bush, Obama and Trump although the tactics and tools that used to
achieve these entrenched interests might vary between the aforementioned
administrations. However, the research would emphasize the overall continuity of the
American objectives in the region and more importantly the continuity of conventional
realist tendencies-approaches that pursued in the foreign policy from Bush to Trump.
Aims and Objectives
This research attempts to scrutinize different aspects of American engagement with
Arabia during the period 2001-2018 with the objective of providing better interpretation
and understanding of the US policy directions towards the region. This study seeks to
answer the following two questions:


To what extent realism retains its explanatory power as valid and relevant theory to
explain and understand American interactions with the Arab gulf countries?



What are the factors that determined the US policy attitudes in the administrations of
G.W. Bush, Barack Obama and Donald Trump?

Problem Definition and Argument
Understanding foreign policy requires addressing and discussing a set of variables that
contribute to the making of the foreign policy and therefore the study would concentrate
on a variety of factors that played remarkable role in formulating and implementing the
foreign policy agenda. The study employs neorealism approach to explaining and
understanding US-Gulf relations. This approach will be used to discuss three areas;
pursuing hard economic interests, maintaining the gulf regional security and pursuing
low-intensity freedom agenda in the region. Remarkably, the American policy makers
from Bush to Trump have realized the US unchanging economic and geopolitical
interests in the gulf region and therefore they pursued a policy that encompassed less
emphasized ideological elements and focused practically on realist approach that
eventually dominated the foreign policy calculation and implementation. This is the case
when freedom agenda is concerned and also when the security architecture and hard geopolitical interests are examined.
Methodology
The research goals will be approached and examined through providing a description and
analysis to the events that impacted the US interactions in the region. Hence, the
application of theoretical propositions could help in providing empirical analysis of the
state action and foreign policy directions. As such, to reach the study objectives, the
research uses neo-realism as theoretical framework to set up a model which used as a
guide to explain continuity and overall consistency in US interactions with the gulf
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region during the time frame of the study. The importance of this analytical framework
stems from its attempt to incorporate both external or systematic factors and impacts of
internal or domestic factors in a formula that might be used to explaining and
understanding US interactions with the gulf region.
Theoretical Framework
Realist theory explains the objectives that drive state actions in international relations. So,
Hans Morgenthau- one of the prominent realists considered the main reason for conflict
is the desire to dominate and therefore, he claimed that struggling for power is the main
characteristic for international politics2. Moreover, the realist theory conceived nation
states as the main players in international relations motivated by security and domestic
interest considerations that lead eventually to the power competition 3. In this context,
Waltz defined realism as a process through which states seeking to adopt the policies that
will achieve the state interests4. Apparently, the theory emphasizes broadly on a struggle
for power and interest since states appear- like human nature – to have an insatiable
appetite for gaining power. Therefore, the analysis of competing interests between states
is of particular importance in the theory assumptions to understand international politics 5.
Moreover, the Realist approach perceived the international system as anarchy and
therefore the main aim of state is to maintain its security and survival through power
maximization policy. This motivation is useful from realist point of view to understand
both domestic and international politics. Clearly, in the rivalry system states are still
continue their competition for power in an attempt to increase and maximize their power
as well as maintain their existence within the anarchical political system 6.
Indeed, there are a variety of factors that influence collectively the American foreignpolicy outcomes and therefore, discussing the impact of events in world politics on
foreign policy outcomes is of particular importance. Hence, the systematic or external
factors in the international system are of particular interest to understand the US foreign
policy. Furthermore, examining the domestic sources of US foreign policy is necessary to
understand its contribution in the foreign policy-making process. In this regard, John
Mearsheimer argues that liberal hegemony, the foreign policy pursued by the United
States since the end of the Cold War would experience certain setbacks and therefore the
US should adopt a more realistic restrained foreign policy. Noticeably, the United States
concerned over the policy of remaking the world in its own image via spreading liberal
democracy across the world, protecting human rights and enhancing an open international
economy. However, the foreign policy directions took another path as the United States
has turned to become a highly militarized state fighting wars that threaten the American
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liberal values7. According to classical realism, Great powers, as main actors in world
politics, concerns about how much economic and military power they have comparing to
the others. They pay attention to have substantial amount of power and at the same time
seeking to prevent other state to markedly shift the balance of power in its favor. In other
words, according to realists, international politics is synonymous with power politics 8. In
this context, Kenneth Waltz, one of neorealism’s prominent supporters, argues that
realism is still a valid theory to explain the international behaviors. He believes that the
international political system has not changed profoundly enough to make the theory
irrelevant. Hence, International interactions continue to depend on competition and thus
he believes that the theory still preserving its power in describing and illustrating states
actions in international order9.
Virtually, human natures playing remarkable role in getting power against rivals and as a
result the great powers are led by individuals who concentrate on keeping their state
dominate in the power rivalry system. However, neo-realists or structural realists provide
another approach to answer why states want power. Unlike classical realists who believe
in human nature as driver for gaining more power, neo-realists perceived the structure of
the international system as a motivation that urged states to pursue power at each other's
expense. In the absence of centralized authority that stands above great powers, states
seek to be powerful enough to protect itself against any potential attack. Therefore the
system itself pushed states for power competition so as to survive in an anarchy system 10.
As such, the lacking of common enforcing tools means that each state is responsible for
its survival and therefore can define its interests and pursue efforts to gain power. Thus,
the anarchy system has reinforced the role of power in determining states relations 11.
Neoclassical realism theory neglects cultural differences among states and type of
regimes because the structure of international system provides the incentives for all
powers to get more leverage vis-à-vis rivals. Therefore whether the regime is democratic
or autocratic it matters little for states behaviors in foreign policy. In a related vein, it
matters little also for who is responsible for conducting the state foreign policy which
means that neo-realists look at states as if they were black boxes, albeit some states are
more or less powerful than others. Defensive realists like Kenneth waltz points out that it
is unwise for sates to maximize their power in seeking for hegemony because the system
will punish them, meanwhile offensive realists like John Mearsheimer take different
stance as he looks at gaining much power as something useful for states that pursue
hegemony. This is not a statement that domination is favorable per se but rather having
overwhelming power is the best option to maintain states own survival. Classical realists
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look at power as an end but structural realists conceived power as a means to achieve an
end-that is survival12.
The American Engagement in Arabia
Strategic Interests
The American relations with Arabia are focused primarily on importing oil with reduced
prices from the gulf region that possess two-thirds of the world's known oil reserves.
Saudi Arabia alone holds a quarter of the world’s proven oil reserves 13. As such, the US
developing economy since 1970s drove to depend on the gulf to import oil and meet
substantial domestic need. Moreover, the US depends also on exporting weapons to the
GCC countries that spent hundreds of billions of dollars purchasing American military
hardware. Noticeably, the Gulf oil has been envisaged as valuable resource for U.S.
economy and therefore The U.S. policymakers engaged constantly in securing the oil
supplies from the Gulf region into industrial world which requires American effective
military posture in the region. Yet, this objective of securing the gulf continues as
paramount priority in US strategy despite deep changes in global oil markets, critical
development in U.S. internal energy production, and dramatic shifts in balance of power
in the Middle East14. Interestingly, US voluminous geopolitical interests in Arabia are
embodied, since more than 70 years, in securing the flow of oil without disruption from
the region into the global economy through safeguarding the sea routes and keep them
open for oil shipping. Other American concerns include counterterrorism; prevent
acquisition of WMDs weapons; selling American weapons to the gulf allies and maintain
the stability of the friendly regimes against any internal upheavals or regional
encroachment. These objectives and concerns had intensified and deepened US bilateral
relations with the ruling elites in the region. Therefore, Gulf security has been elevated to
occupy top priority on the American foreign policy agenda. Hence, there is a
conventional attitude of deep engagement in providing protection for a region that taking
major role in providing the world energy market with oil upon which American and
western prosperity depends15.
Importantly, US relations with Arab Gulf allies are pivotal and went beyond mutual
economic advantages since the relations have been robustly intensified and the US had
succeeded in establishing enduring and sustainable mutual relations. Obviously, the US
continued military presence in the Gulf region proved effective in securing the
sovereignty of pro-U.S. Arab governments in the Gulf. This was evident, for instance, in
the wake of the Iranian Revolution in 1979 and after Iraq occupation of Kuwait in 1990.
Evidently, the US geo-political and economic interests have contributed to strengthening
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the ties with the gulf regimes although it had experienced some tensions in the aftermath
of 9/11 terrorist's events through which accusations had directed to Saudi Arabia for
taking part in supporting terrorism. Also, the US and its gulf partner's relations had run
into divergent visions in some instances and differences surfaced as to how regional
politics should operate. This includes Iraq invasion, Obama's nuclear deal with Iran,
Washington policy towards Arab-Israeli conflict, and the war on terrorism. However, the
US continued to look at the Gulf Arabs as strategic advantages16. Saudi Arabia in
particular has been conceived as a strategic partner in war against terrorism (Al Qaeda
and ISIL terrorists sheltering in eastern Yemen, Iraq and Syria), cooperating with
Washington with reference to conducting regional politics and managing security related
policies. This demonstrates to large extent on realism approach that appears appropriate
to describe, explain, and understand the US-Gulf relations that built based on mutual
interdependence. As John Duke Anthony observes, "Over several decades and despite
periodic tensions, U.S.-GCC relations have strengthened, broadened, and endured"17.
Realistically, solidifying and fostering the US relations with its gulf partners has been
major goal in foreign policy for many decades, since first meeting between Franklin
Roosevelt and King Abdulaziz Ibn Saud in 1945, with the objective of serving narrow US
domestic interests in protecting oil resources, preventing nuclear proliferation and
maintaining US leverage in the region. This materialized practically in preventing any
regional power from emerge as effective power capable of threatening the US vital
interests or targeting its allies18. This can be evidenced by American steady commitment
to provide Gulf security through maintaining US military bases in the region with the
purpose of keeping the balance of power in the US favor through deterring Iraq and Iran
from gaining considerable leverage and destabilize the region. 19
US Preponderance and Maintaining Regional Security
Indeed, American supremacy constitutes major objective in foreign policy since the end
of the Cold War20. The US under G. W. Bush administration continued the American
traditional attitudes for hegemony in the gulf. Bush, claimed, after September 11 trauma
that U.S. military forces “will be strong enough to dissuade potential adversaries from
pursuing a military build-up in hopes of surpassing, or equaling, the power of the United
States.”21 Similarly, the Obama administration, has emphasized this objective when it
states that America “will continue to underwrite global security.” Yet, it concentrates on
16
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renewing American leadership to protect US interests 22. Simultaneously, the Trump
recent National Security Strategy that released on December 2017 emphasizes this
traditional role by concentrating on Advancing American Influence in the world 23.
The Obama administration initiated some economic changes and the policy of "pivoting
Asia" meant that the president was seeking to strengthen the American bilateral trade
cooperation with Asia. Nonetheless, it continued the traditional role in providing the gulf
security to protect energy supply to the international market within reasonable prices. As
such, America continued to play remarkable and decisive role in gulf regional affairs
under successive American administrations and this role seems to continue in the
foreseeable future as alternatives are not crystalized yet. Obviously, despite the biggest
trade transactions between Saudi Arabia, UAE, China, and India, it is true that China and
India looing to enhancing their relations with the Gulf governments in hydrocarbons
realm and they are capitalizing on the gulf markets to promote their exports. Therefore,
elevating this economic relationship to include military role in providing security to
Arabia is unlikely to happen in the foreseeable future. 24
President George W. Bush advocated a liberal world order in the wake of the 9/11 trauma
to achieve gulf security. President Barack Obama believed in a vision to bring stability to
the region through bringing Iran into the security structure and therefore he negotiated
with Iran resulting in the Iran nuclear deal. However, the Trump policy revives the US
basic objectives in Arabia materialized in securing the oil flow from the region into the
world economy, protecting the security of Israel, holding Iran in check, and fighting
terrorism and network terrorists25. Overall, the US engagement with Arabia are still
encompassing myriad of security issues including Iran's hegemonic project and its
increasing influence over Iraq, Iraq political and security development, weapons of mass
destruction, counterterrorism, and safeguarding oil resources.
Political Reform
It is obvious that building up a liberal hegemonic order is a core principle in the US
foreign policy for decades based on wide perception of the exceptionalism of the
American political system and its validity to be promoted in the Middle East and the Gulf
region26. As Ikenberry notes, the US has been playing the role of “liberal leviathan”
based on two pillars; power dominance and liberal principles of governance 27. However,
22
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this liberal order has always had primacy over ideological discourse for initiating genuine
political reform in concerned states.
Ostensibly, promoting democracy in the Middle East in general and in Arabia in
particular has been elevated to held prominent place on under the Bush administration
foreign policy agenda. Indeed, 9/11 events contributed widely to a adopt freedom as a
method that could from US standpoint help in eradicating terrorism. Clearly, the Bush
administration conceived promoting democracy and political reform as overarching
theme of the US foreign policy. The National Security Strategy of 2002 emphasizes this
goal as it begins: “We fight, as we always fight, for a just peace—a peace that favors
liberty”.28 The US-led invasion of Iraq in 2003 could be explained with the context of
changing the regional environment to be more secure through enhancing democracy and
toppling the rogue regimes militarily that would eventually from Washington point of
view contribute to eliminate violence and drying up the source of terrorist networks.
Nevertheless, the realist approach continued to be predominant in US foreign policy
calculations with reference to the relations with the allies in the gulf. Hence, despite the
rhetoric on political reform, Bush has pursued a realist approach even in the freedom
agenda and therefore he eschewed pressures on gulf governments to initiate and conduct
deep/genuine political reform especially when Iraq after the invasion turn to become
complete fiasco that contributed to breeding more violence, insecurity and radicalism.
Noticeably, favoring freedom continued to be part of US foreign policy under the Obama
administration, as articulated clearly in the National Security Strategy of 2010, which
states: “America’s commitment to democracy, human rights, and the rule of law are
essential sources of our strength and influence in the world”. 29 Clearly, the Bush policies
in Iraq had resulted in unwanted and unexpected repercussions on regional security as it
led to destabilize Iraq, breeding more terrorism and empowering Iran to become more
influential in Iraq domestic affairs. Given the bad consequences of Bush adventure in Iraq
(2003) and Afghanistan (2001), Obama did not practice real pressures on gulf regimes to
embark on more steps towards political openings and instead maintained the Washington
strategic relations with the gulf governments. However, these inclinations under both
Bush and Obama to maintain US predominance in the international order through
solidifying its liberal values have retreated under current Trump administration as he
clearly downplayed and even neglected the notion of spreading American values
abroad30.
In particular, it is important to note that realism has been directing overwhelmingly the
American behaviors even in the realm of democracy. So, democracy has been perceived
as proper instrument for maintaining US hard interests in the Gulf region. In other words,
there was wide belief among successive American administrations that the development
of liberal democracies in Arabia will, in the long term, advance American objectives in
the region.31 Of particular interest to the above notions is the fact that despite the
28
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ideological rhetoric of democracy that had overemphasized during G. W. Bush
administration, the US historical objectives in the gulf region remained dominant in US
foreign policy. Bush himself has emphasized this pragmatism as he said, ‘We support the
advance of freedom in the Middle East, because it is our founding principle, and because
it is in our national interest’.32 Therefore, the United States did not pursue the policy of
promoting democracy as a blind ideological pledge; but rather it is a strategy that crafted
to safeguard the U.S. interests. 33
It can be argued that although the Bush administration vision in dealing with Arabia
encompassed ideological aspects in terms of ratcheting up the importance of political
reform values, he has pursued practical policy that has steered the genuine policies away
of idealism.34 In other words, the Bush administration promotes democracy when it
conforms to the US national interests but if proved practically that political reform
clashes with those interests then the call for democratization has been downplayed or
neglected in foreign policy. This explains explicitly the continuity of US hard interests as
a determinant factor in shaping the foreign policy outcomes.
Apparently, the Trump new strategy provides differing approach towards democracy
promotion from what Bush and Obama has advanced and advocated. It clearly states that
"There is no arc of history that ensures that America’s free political and economic system
will automatically prevail".35 As such, The Trump's new National Security Strategy
revives to large extent the US conventional foreign policy as it begins: "A strong
America is in the vital interests of not only the American people, but also those around
the world who want to partner with the United States in pursuit of shared interests,
values, and aspirations".36 Trump new strategy challenges clearly the global strategy of
both the Bush and Obama administrations when it states: "We are not going to impose
our values on others. Our alliances, partnerships, and coalitions are built on free will and
shared interests".37
Seemingly, The Trump National Security Strategy endorses a set of familiar values and
actions. As such, the key ideas in Trump strategy echo prior central pillars in American
National Security Strategies: "Protect the American People, the Homeland, and the
American Way of Life"; "Promote American Prosperity"; "Preserve Peace through
Strength"; and "Advance American Influence." 38 Noticeably, the change that can be
noticed in the American policy under Trump is that his strategy is not emphasizing the
American traditional values of promoting liberalism and democracy while these values
Bush, George W. President George W. Bush Speaks at AEI’s Annual Dinner (Washington D.C.: American
Enterprise Institute, February 28, 2003). Available at:
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were overemphasized by the Bush administration especially in Iraq. Obama also was not
seeking to reflect American values except in the ideational level- rhetorical sphere.
Overall, if the president and his advisors show commitment to this strategy rigorously
then the new approach would be largely traditional and realist. Hence, Despite Trump
statements and rhetoric, his actual foreign policy turned out to be traditional and mostly
looks like the mainstream views of other presidents. 39
The US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson has clearly explained the Trump administration
attitudes that lower the priority of democracy and human rights in US foreign policy. He
states that promoting American values would not achieve the US national security goals
and Interests, but rather this would probably "create obstacles to our ability to advance
our national security interests, our economic interests".40
Contrary to some arguments that have seen Trump represents a real departure in US
policy41, the basic message of Tillerson’s recent trip to the Middle East, on February
2018, was that the "United States will privilege interests over values in the region". This,
incidentally, represents neatly a stark continuation of the American past pattern and
approach to the Middle East in the periods of 1980s and 1990s than some American
scholars have come to expect.42
Noticeably, Trump statements and Obama strategic thinking have similarities and their
messages are similar: "America must learn to step back from its previous global
responsibilities".43 Obviously, what underlies the strategic thinking of both Barack
Obama and Donald Trump is the realist approach that gives primacy of domestic affairs
over foreign affairs. So, in 2011, Obama justified his decision to wind down the surge of
US forces to Afghanistan stating that “the tide of war is receding” and asserting that “it is
time to focus on nation-building here at home.”44
The realist approach of the Donald Trump administration materialized in his recent
National Security Strategy through which he emphasizes that this strategy conforms to
the narrow American internal interests. As he puts it: It is a strategy of principled realism
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that is guided by outcomes, not ideology.45 Moreover, he criticized in the new National
Security Strategy the past presidents engagement in nation-building abroad and instead
he focuses on building up nation at home. Hence, he emphasized domestic prosperity
before international security. In Donnelly and Kristol words both presidents, Obama and
Trump, are “America First” presidents. 46 This policy seems reminiscent of past American
approach over the last 70 years. The pragmatism of the foreign policy during both Obama
and Trump extracted from their stance towards the American policy of promoting
liberalization abroad. Indeed both presidents raised doubts about how this project could
serve best the American interests. Trump puts it more blatantly: “The United States will
forever be a great friend to the world, and especially to its allies. But we can no longer
be taken advantage of, or enter into a one-sided deal where the United States gets nothing
in return. As long as I hold this office, I will defend America’s interests above all else”. 47
Simultaneously, Trump shares with his predecessors a more realistic approach through
walking away from focusing on international harmony and replaces it with recognition of
the competitive nature of power politics. As such, the promise of building an “empire for
liberty” through promoting democracy project under both Obama and trump are
downplayed in their foreign policy.48
Remarkably, Trump continues to address the challenges in the region including Iran as he
pursues a new strategy that concentrates on tough policy towards Iran including enforcing
robust mechanisms to prevent it from violating the nuclear deal. Moreover, Trump
realistic attitudes can be extracted from actual policy of taking more hands-off approach
with respect to domestic politics in the Arab Gulf States and minimizing Washington
engagement on issues of human rights and political reforms. As such, some observers
believe that Trump policy will "resurrect the golden age" of US-Gulf relations49 through
the continuation of the American traditional strategic partnership and alliance with the
ruling elites in Arabia. However, the US under Trump should intervene in the ongoing
intra-GCC crisis as Saudi Arabia, the UAE, and Bahrain sieged Qatar since June 2017
and this would affect the gulf unity and impedes the efforts to contain Iran in the gulf.
Conclusions
The author has discussed the US engagement with Arabia in the period 2001-2018. To
approach the study objectives Neorealism was used as theoretical framework that seems
apposite to clarifying the US interactions with the region and through which the
continuity of the realist tendencies in the American foreign policy were examined.
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US Goals in Arabia 2001-2018

As can be gleaned from this research, the American foreign policy under the
administrations of G.W. Bush, Barack Obama and Donald Trump either in enduring
interests, security or political reform was largely realist and reflected the continuity of the
previous longstanding policies. The study concludes that the US economic and geopolitical interests in Arabia had rooted deeply and extends for more than seven decades
and therefore it had created solid foundations for mutual relationship and dependency
between the US and its Gulf allies. As a result, Gulf security continued to preoccupy
successive American administrations while planning foreign policy agenda and
preserving Arabia remains, to this day, the cornerstone of the US interactions with the
region.
Contrary to some arguments that conceived American foreign policy shifted from its
traditional policy, this study argues that the US policy towards Arabia reflects a
continuation of previous policies as appose to change. Evidently, the US national
interests and geo-political concerns in Arabia have long been and remain to this day
defined by conventional spectrum of objectives that have not changed dramatically under
the administrations of Bush, Obama and Trump. However, the change that can be
observed was relating to the tools that employed to achieve the US strategic interests. So,
The Bush and Obama share a vision to the world that encapsulated endeavors to make
sort of equilibrium between US grand strategic interests and moral values that reflect the
American national identity. Remarkably, both presidents pursued practical realist policy
that continued to rest on long-term strategic parameters in terms of preserving relations
with the gulf ruling allies and defend the security of the region with an attempt to secure
and serve the American economic and security objectives. In contrast, Donald Trump
policy towards the gulf region represents so far a continuation of what has come before
and has not departed drastically from US conventional policy. Having argued this, it is
clear that the existence of US military force in the Gulf has contributed to the stability of
pro-American gulf regimes. Besides, the military presence has led to deter the regional
powers from any attempt to disrupt the flow of oil from the Gulf to the international
markets. Overall America remains the balancing power in the Gulf and Appealing
alternatives to the American security role in the Arabian Peninsula have not yet
crystallized.
Furthermore, despite concentrating on promoting democracy in foreign policy agenda,
there was no genuine political reform campaign in Arabia. Furthermore, the project of
promoting American liberal values abroad which advocated by Bush and Obama
administrations has been relinquished under current Trump administration. Trump
eschewing advocacy for democracy and the New National Security strategy provides
profound proof on the realist attitudes that have dominated in US foreign policy even in
the democracy realm. The document reaffirms that American practical policy still stands
on a spectrum of hard economic and geopolitical interests in the gulf region. Through
clarifying the assumptions underlying the U.S. entanglement with the Gulf, the author
concludes that the America’s grand strategy towards the region is far stronger than is
commonly assumed and doesn't change profoundly during the time frame of the study.

